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Checklist

- Past National or Agency Plan
- Authoritative Statement of Ambition
- Background? Retired?
- What is the mode of broadcast? Has it been in Chinese media?
Lessons Learned From Crewed Lunar Mission Statements

China Academy of Sciences
- In 2009 said “around 2030”

Long Lehao
Retired CALT
- In 2010 said "technically possible for 2025."
- July 2022 in People's Daily said “hopes for crewed landing in 2030.”

Ye Peijian
Retired CASC
- In 2010 said 2025
- In 2021 said “entirely possible by 2030.”

Maj Gen Yang Liwei
Deputy Director CMSE
- In 2016 said “no plan but he'd like to go.”
- In 2017 said “experts are discussing around 2035.”
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UNOOSA May and June 2023

UNOOSA January 2024
Checklist

- Past National or Agency Plan
- Authoritative Statement of Ambition
- Background? Retired?
- What is the mode of broadcast? Has it been in Chinese media?

Foundational Knowledge

Questions to answer
Thinking About Crewed Mars Mission Timeline

“Manned lunar landing around 2030”

“Manned Mars exploration around 2050”

Fig. 0.1 China’s roadmap for space science, applications and technology to 2050
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**Rocket SOE**

Long Lehao
- In June 2021 said “Currently no plan to land crew on Mars” in Xinhua

Wang Xiaojun
Former CALT
- In 2020 and June 2021 said “Possible departure times starting in 2033, 2035, etc.”

**Basic/Applied Science & SOE**

China Academy of Sciences
- In 2009 said “around 2050”

Ye Peijian
- In 2015 said “Earliest 2035” on CNSA website

**China Manned Space Engineering (CMSE)**

Maj Gen Yang Liwei
- In 2022 said “There will be crewed exploration of Mars” in People’s Daily

Zhou Jianping
Chief Designer of CMSE
- In 2021 and 2022 said “We will aim for Mars” on CMSE website
Who To Watch in CMSE and SOEs

China Manned Space Engineering

Maj Gen Yang Liwei
-In 2022 said “there will be crewed exploration of Mars” in People’s Daily

Zhou Jianping
-In 2021 and 2022 said “we will aim for Mars” on CMSE website

Yue Wang
CMSE Training Center

State Owned Enterprises

Long Lehao
-In June 2021 said “currently no plan to land crew on Mars” in Xinhua

Zhang Zhi
CALT
LM-10

Yi Yi
CALT
LM-2F

Yang Lei
CAST crewed lunar landing system
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